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Multiple-choice poll

How many FLARE meetings including this
one have you attended?
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2
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3
12 %
more than 3
14 %

Wordcloud poll

What did you like most about this FLARE
event?
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Wordcloud poll

What can we do better next time?
participation
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Multiple-choice poll

Would you like the next FLARE to be:
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A little bigger
68 %
This size is the best
30 %
A little smaller
2%

Multiple-choice poll

Would you like to be involved in potential
journal special issue from this meeting:
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I would like to lead one
10 %
If someone leads one, I will contribute a paper
60 %
Not interested
18 %
Depends on the journal
12 %

Multiple-choice poll

If FLARE organizes a special issue, I would
most like it to be
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Land Use Policy
8%
Forest Policy and Economics
20 %
World Development
63 %
A different journal
8%

Open text poll

Whom should we invite to be the keynote
speaker for FLARE in 2020?
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(1/3)
Arun Agrawal Tony Bebbington

Peter Kanowski, Greta

Mirna Cunningham

Thunberg

Maan Barua

Ailton Krenak

Rezal Kusumaatmadja

George Monbiot

Janene Yazzie

Nancy Peluso Tania Murray Li

Paul Feraro. Charles Manski

Director of World Resource

Solomon Asfaw.

Institute (WRI) or IUCN talking

Eduardo de Brondizio Jagdeesh

about their FLR initiative

Pupala

James Scott.

A UN Forests Expert Phillip

Ruth deFreies

Fearnside A GLF Expert

Arun

A local community leader

A forest rights activist (don't

Prof Rene Boot

know who, but someone like

Jagdeesh Rao

christina who)

Open text poll

Whom should we invite to be the keynote
speaker for FLARE in 2020?
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(2/3)
Jesse Ribot

Bimbika Basnett

Antonio Nobre

Erin Sills Robert Nasi

Mina Lorena Navarro from

Tony Bebbington

BUAP

A policy maker/politician - but I

Head of IRENA

don’t know which of the many

Sonam wangchuk

options would be best (or

Frances Seymour

feasible)

arun agrawal jesse ribot

George Monbiot

Andy white Keshav Raj kanel

Political leaders from global

Professor Henrietta Moore

south, robin Kimmer,

Ruth DeFries

Amazon forest leader

Cardinal Turkson or Cardinal

Maria Alejandra Velez on forest

Barreto.

management in the Colombian

Leonardo DiCaprio

pacific

Open text poll

Whom should we invite to be the keynote
speaker for FLARE in 2020?
(3/3)
Craig Hansen, WRI
Joel Wainwright
Christian Lund
Christine Padoch
Katherine Heyho
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Multiple-choice poll

I am most likely to attend the next FLARE
meeting if it is in:
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Higher income country
10 %
Lower income country
12 %
All of the above
78 %

